
What is a rub and tug massage? 
 

 
To claim they accomplished it, every guy should once in his life get a rub and tug 
massage Naturally, we are adding into our customary disclaimer that don't anticipate 
any of you breaking any laws! We say this knowing there are locations offshore 
where the traditional "happy ending" massage is totally lawful. 
 

Exactly what is a "Rub and Tug"? 

 

A rub and tug is a word used to describe massage parlours, or more precisely, 
locations that pose as massage parlours, where you can tell the moment you enter 
that something is odd. 
 

You'll frequently hear the acronym "AMP" on web forums and websites where guys 
discuss Asian Massage Parlors, which were historically exclusive to Asians. But as 
time has gone on, you can now find women of many colours providing these kinds of 
services there. 
 

 "Latina Spas" are very popular in Miami, and based on the local news stories of 
prostitution busts, a basic hand job is a pretty light day for the ladies who work there. 
Many of them have been caught providing full-service sex at these establishments. 
 

How to Find rub and tug massage? 

 

Yes, there are locations that openly promote these dubious businesses! In fact, we 
used the Robert Kraft massage scandal in South Florida as an opportunity to make 
an example of a nearby city. You may see an actual rolodex of the massage parlours 
we recommend in Fort Lauderdale by clicking here, along with many other things. Of 
course, you'll find more of these if your market is larger. 
 

 It's also important to keep in mind that many of these locations start off in the same 
neighbourhood. Our team have no idea if that was a deliberate action or only a 
coincidence. 
 

we visited one of the top rub and baths in Panama, which is where you receive much 
more than just a tug, and it was close to a well-known fast food restaurant. How's 
that for being direct and unconcerned with who could be offended? 

 

Naturally, a plethora of websites with solely online resources devoted to these kinds 
of locations have emerged. In particular, RubMaps. This topic features actual maps 
of locations where you can locate erotic services. User-generated content, which can 
range from straightforward remarks to in-depth assessments of their encounters with 
women at these venues, is what fuels its growth. 
 

They demand payment in advance. 
 

Have you ever paid in advance for a LEGIT massage?. This is due to the fact that 
there is something dubious going on here, and you, my friend, will soon see 
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someone attempting to upsell you. It's fairly typical to pay a cover charge at the door 
and then be asked for tip money for x, y, and z by the "masseuse." 

 

They claim that the shower is complimentary. 
 

Okay, this one is strange, isn't it? This is not what Massage Envy does! Why is 
taking a shower necessary? Oh wait, to get the odour of alcohol off of your body and 
the odour of jizz off of your clothes. Or perhaps her revolting perfume, etc. 
 

They're in an area with a lot of crime. 
 

These are not located near to your neighbourhood country club for a reason. They 
enjoy being where the abandoned people congregate. Many of these businesses are 
located on the same street as the Seminole Hard Rock Casino in Hollywood, Florida 
(home of the famous Guitar hotel. 
 

Keep in mind that this is all forbidden! we just here providing information for my 
audience, as we usually do, to let them know that there are many different methods 
to find a partner, and that these rub and tug massage are merely one of them. 
 


